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In order to provide readers with as much insight into a real wedding as 

possible, please include in your submission:

The couples names, date and location of wedding including area of 

France if relevant 

Previous Publications – confirm if this has been featured or submitted 

to other online or offline publications and date if already published. 
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portrait and unwatermarked. Preferred methods of image submission via wetransfer 
and dropbox. 

Please send over approx 50 images, including where possible: 

Please assist us to ease submission management and label submission folders: 

Photographers Name_type of submission_name of bride and groom. 

Eg MaryPoppinsPhotography_Realwedding_emilyandjon or 
JackBauerPhotography_Engagement_kimandchase 

Ambient images of the local/ area of the wedding/ styled shoot 
Image of outside of venue 
Portrait image of bride in dress 
Portrait/ landscape image of reception set up 
Portrait image of place setting 
Portrait image of bouquet  
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Copy that is interesting to the readers, allows them to see more than just 

the end result of beautiful images, but allows them into the back story and 

further information about the couple and their day. 

For proposal/engagement/anniversary shoots with shorter narrative, 

please include information such as accommodation in chosen city, 

favourite things to do, restaurants and sights to see. 

CONTENT FOR REAL WEDDINGS/ 
ENGAGEMENTS/ ANNIVERSARIES
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Background on how the couple met, their love story 
For a real wedding, any interesting proposal stories 
The reasons behind the decision for a destination wedding 
Why the couple chose that specific location 
What style of wedding they wanted to plan, special meanings and how they decided on the 
style of their wedding. – Please include as named resources such as French Wedding Style, 
wedding magazines, Pinterest and other online resources 
How did they choose their wedding suppliers 
Information on the wedding dress, accessories and grooms attire 
A summary of the day, emphasising any key areas that you would like to 
Any issues you had with planning a wedding in France/ abroad or in your domestic country 
Any advice you have for couples planning their wedding in France
Relevant honeymoon stories and location  

Here are some questions and areas to look at in the narrative. Answers are not 
featured in a question and answer style, so please do feel free to use these as a basis 
and freeform write the answer – ideally 300-500 words long: 
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The French Wedding Style audience uses the wedding suppliers section to 

locate wedding suppliers and vendors for their upcoming wedding, so do 

please include as many details and links to their website as possible. 

For companies without a website, please include email address or telephone 

number. 

Please also include Instagram ID's, as we use these when sharing the 

submission on Instagram.

WEDDING SUPPLIERS
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Here is a list of potential wedding suppliers, this is not exhaustive and please submit as 
many as possible:

Honeymoon Accommodation 

Wedding Photographer 
Wedding Videographer 
Wedding Planner 
Wedding Venue 
Wedding Reception Venue 
Wedding Dress 
Bridal Accessories 
Bridal Shoes 
Florist 
Hair and Makeup Artist 
Bridesmaids Outfits 
Bridesmaid Accessories 
Grooms Outfit 

Grooms Shoes and accessories 
Bride/ Groom Gifts 
Wedding Rings 
Caterer 
Wedding Cake 
Wedding Favours 
Stationery & Invitations 
Wedding Band/ Entertainment 
Wedding Celebrant/Officiant 
Wedding Guest Accommodation 
Transportation/ Wedding Cars 
Wedding Decorations 
Wedding Guest Book  


